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Contact lenses with
subtitles win award
in deafness research
competition finals
By Gemma Davidson

anyone for walkies?: London
Marathon runner Paula Crowhurst donned
a Dalmation suit in the sweltering April
sunshine to raise money for Hearing Dogs
for Deaf People. Turn to page 3 for more
pictures from the day

SPECIAL contact lenses that come
equipped with subtitles and waterproof
cochlear implants were just two of the
winning ideas put forward to a competition for young people.
Helen Thomas, 14, also wants to see
British Sign Language being taught in
every school, an idea which won the
12-14 years category in the Deafness
Research UK and the Deafness, Cognition and Language Research Centre
(DCAL) ‘It’s My Future’ awards.
The competition, launched last year
by the charity, called for young people
to submit their recommendations for
the future of deafness research, and
asked them what they would like to see
available in 20 years time.
“I would like to think that in the next
20 years there will be great advances
in helping deaf children/adults,” says
Helen in her submission.
“As a cochlear implant user I would
expect advances in this area to be
more exciting, maybe along the lines of
putting the implant and processor under the skin and therefore eliminating
the need for an external processor,” she
continues.
Helen, from Plymouth, came first
in the younger category of the competition, with Calvin Black, 13, from
Glasgow and Hannah Norfor, 12, from
Slough as runners-up.
The older category, 15-18 years, was
won by Jordan McGrath, 15, of Ilkeston,
with runner-up going to George Greenway, 16, from Exmouth.
Jordan wrote about the need for

Sounds of the future: Helen Thomas (centre) with Vivienne Michael (left) and MP
waterproof hearing aids so that users
could wear them whilst swimming and
not miss out on communicating with
friends at the pool.
Most of the entrants commented on
the lack of sign-language in public places, such as supermarkets, schools and
doctor’s surgeries.

Vivienne Michael, who presented the
awards along with MP Rosie Cooper,
said there is still a “lack of understanding of the impact deafness can have on
those affected and the needs of deaf
people and their families.”

Continued on page 4

A brand new column from blog-sensation Deafinitely Girly - Page 4
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‘I’m deaf, not daft, and am
proud of my hearing aids’
By John Furlong
Hearing Times Reader

I would expect that there would be
significantly more men wanting to hide
their deafness than women. Women
are more likely to accept that they are
handicapped than macho men. Most
of the time glasses give a near 100%
correction of sight: this is not so with
a hearing loss. A hearing aid will fall
far short of the correction attained by
glasses for sight. The wearer with a
significant loss will still be a deaf man
or woman struggling to survive in the
hearing world. He/she will need all the
help they can get.
Texas and Las Vegas police wear
sunglasses: it makes them look even
more macho and sinister (see C.S.I,
TV series). To flaunt in the same way
the wearing of a hearing aid is to
admit to being handicapped: a difficult
thing to do. Almost all the adverts put
out by private hearing aid dispensers
emphasise ‘discreet’ hearing aids.
They are not doing deaf people a
service. I went through school a
complete failure and was diagnosed
all along the line as highly intelligent,
but lazy and inattentive. I was deaf
- undiagnosed. I left school aged 14
and spent seven years in Portsmouth
Dockyard as a joiner and cabinetmaker. I took ‘O’ and ‘A’ Levels in my
spare time making extensive use of
libraries.

In 1950 I came out of hospital
with my hearing further impaired,
no hearing in my left ear and below
20% in my right ear. I started work
as a scientific assistant at Admiralty
Experiment Works in Haslar, Hants.
I was 22 and I took to wearing a
conspicuous NHS body hearing aid and
it changed my life. I no longer failed
job interviews and in 1955 I joined the
Atomic Energy Research Establishment
in Harwell. I worked in the Theoretical
Physics Division as a mathematician
without a degree.
As a severely deaf man I learned
to live in the hearing world. In 1960
I went to London University and
acquired a degree in maths and
physics and eventually became a
university teacher. I retired after
12 years of teaching statistics in
the Sports Science Department of
the University of Birmingham. By
displaying my deafness I received full
cooperation from students, colleagues
and friends to enable me to function in
the hearing world. In 1977 the family
and I moved to Doncaster where my
wife, a doctor, joined the NHS as a
consultant in child health and I started
my own tennis school I also taught
part time in the maths department
of the University of Trent. I also
found more time for my writing and
research.
If people don’t know you are deaf
they will class you as slow and daft.

Clearer
hearing
is within
your reach
Click Hearing
offers you…
• Friendly and highly
qualified staff
• Huge range to suit
all budgets
• Independent and
impartial advice
• State of the art equipment
• 45 day trial period PLUS
no quibble money back
guarantee

For more information or to book a FREE hearing test, quote HT1 when you call now on

0800 6121 345 or visit www.clickhearing.com

If you prefer to be thought of as daft
rather than deaf then in my opinion
you are indeed daft as well as deaf.
If you want to find out how
cooperative people will be when
they know you are handicapped,
try boarding public transport with a
walking stick. You won’t have to stand
for very long. I would like to be part of
a campaign to encourage deaf people
to flaunt their hearing loss.

How to contact us

We would like to know what you
think of Hearing Times! If you
have any comments or questions,
or have a story you would like to
tell us about, please let us know.
Email:
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
Phone: 0845 2930688
Web: www.hearingtimes.co.uk
Write to:
Hearing Times Ltd
The Lansbury Estate,
102 Lower Guildford Road,
Woking, Surrey, GU21 2EP

DVD raises
awareness to
asthma in BSL
Included with your copy of Hearing
Times this month is an information
DVD raising awareness of asthma in
BSL, courtesy of the charity Asthma
UK.
Asthma UK is the charity dedicated
to improving the health and wellbeing
of the 5 million people in the UK who
have asthma. They work with people
with asthma, healthcare professionals
and researchers to develop and share
expertise to help people increase their
understanding and reduce the effect of
asthma on their lives.
Asthma UK and Hearing Times
hope that the translated FAQs will
be welcomed by people with asthma
whose first language is BSL. The clips
feature the most common questions
and answers on asthma, to coincide
with National Asthma Awareness Day
in May.
Kate Taylor, Community Development and Volunteering Officer at Asthma UK, says: “The translated FAQs
acknowledge a need for signed health
information for people who are deaf
with asthma. We hope this resource
will help people to better understand
their asthma and be able to manage
their symptoms more confidently.
If you are missing your free DVD
please contact info@asthma.org.uk
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Editorial

The summer’s
here so it’s time
to fundraise!
Welcome to the seventh issue of
Hearing Times!
Summer is now upon us: the
sun is shining and the prospect of
a summer holiday is edging closer
and closer.
This time of year sees the start of
fundraising season, with thousands
of people braving the sun and rain
to raise money for their chosen
charity, sometimes dressing up in
weird and wonderful costume!
Hundreds of people descended
on the capital recently to run the
Flora London Marathon, and just
some of those who ran for deafness
charities are celebrated on page
3. If you are interested in running
for any of these charities, now is
the time to sign up for next year’s
events. Get your name in early and
start training now!
This time of year also signals
the end of the academic year,
and the onslaught of exams and
coursework deadlines.
If you are leaving full-time
education this year then you might
want to take a look at pages 8 and
9 and read our advice on what
to do next. Louise Buglass and
Benjamin Stonehouse are both at
University and know what it is like
for a hard of hearing or deaf person
to get the support they need in the
classroom. We hope you find their
advice and testimonials helpful.

We are also pleased to welcome
a new columnist to the newspaper:
Deafinitely Girly! DG is wellknown in the online world for her
humorous blog and she has agreed
to pen a special edition each month
for us! Flick to page 4 to read her
introductory piece.
See you next month!
Gemma (Editor)

Win a
Deafgard Unit!

There is still time to win a
portable Deafgard unit, as
featured in last month’s
Hearing Times!

The Deafgard can be used to alert you to
alarms when staying in any hotel.
Simply email your name and contact
details to editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk with
the subject title ‘Deafgard Competition’, and
we’ll draw out the name of the winner in
June, at random.
For more information
contact Fireco on
0845 241 7474
e-mail sales@deafgard.com or visit
www.deafgard.com
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Runners brave the heat for the Flora
London Marathon in aid of charities
may 2009  hearing times

Over 35,000 people took to the streets of the capital in April to run the gruelling 26 mile-long Flora London Marathon, and quite a few of them were raising money
for major deaf and hard of hearing charities. Among the charities represented were the National Deaf Children’s Society (NDCS), Hearing Dogs for Deaf People and
the British Tinnitus Association (BTA). As a special ‘well done’ to all those who took part and raised money for these charities, we have compiled this picture collage to celebrate them. (Clockwise from top left) Richard O’Brien, who ran for BTA, with his medal at the finish line; the tandem ‘Hearing Dogerpillar’ run by MBA
students from the Cranfield School of Business Management; Sarah Gallagher during the race and warming up to run for NDCS; Ben Sargeant who ran for Hearing
Dogs; and Paula Crowhurst who dressed up as a Dalmation to raise cash for Hearing Dogs. Photos courtesy of NDCS, BTA and Hearing Dogs for Deaf People
If you would like to run for Hearing Dogs in the 2010 London Marathon, please contact Hannah Phillips on 01844 348113 or email events@hearingdogs.org.uk

Hearing Times news now available in BSL
YOU can now access a selection of
your favourite Hearing Times news
stories in British Sign Language!
Hearing Times has teamed up with
mydeaflife.com to produce three
news stories every month that have
been translated into British Sign
Language.
The news videos will be available
via our blog, http://hearingtimes.
blogspot.com, for one calendar
month until the next issue of the
newspaper is released.
The first videos to be translated
were from the February issue of the
newspaper, and included boxing superstar Ricky Hatton, pictured right,
urging people to take part in the
Great North Run in aid of the RNID.
Editor of Hearing Times, Gemma
Davidson, said: “We are thrilled to
now be able to offer a selection of
our news stories in BSL. Providing
interpreted videos has been a dream
of ours since we launched, and we
would like to thank our good friends
at mydeaflife.com for making that
dream come true.
“The next step is to have the entire
newspaper translated,” she added.
As well as the BSL videos now being posted on the blog, visitors can

also read the latest columns and features by our regular writers Melissa
Mostyn, Louise Buglass and Benjamin Stonehouse.
“The blog is a really good way to
communicate with our readers and
to allow them to give us feedback,”
explained Gemma.
“It would be foolish for a newspaper not to realise the importance
of the internet and online publications in this day and age,” she
added.
To find out which stories have
been translated, look out for the
special symbol, pictured below,
under the headline of the relevant
story on www.hearingtimes.co.uk

Visit www.hearingtimes.co.uk for more information

Deaf in the
City... and
having fun!

What happens when you cross ditzy
with disability? Blonde with brainy?
Deaf with determined?
Well, you get the unique recipe that
is Deafinitely Girly. And that’s me!
Just over a year ago, I decided to put
fingers to keyboard and get writing
about being severely deaf, blonde,
a little bit crazy and a whirlwind of
pure emotion while living in London.
Sometimes this has been seriously
written prose (ha!), while other times
it’s been quick posts about a toddler
licking a bus window, my Ma mishearing something with hilarious consequences, or just how I feel about
being deaf on that given day.
I used to worry about what would
happen if I ran out of things to say,
which is odd, seeing as I am a prolific
chatterbox, but, thankfully, it’s never
happened. So, here I am, a year on,
a lot better off for the experience.
When I was younger, I viewed my
deafness as an intruder – it rocked
up just before my tenth birthday,
uninvited, in the form of two hearing
aids. ‘What do I need hearing aids
for?’ I wanted to scream. I liked my
world how it was – although I’d been
hard of hearing from birth, I didn’t
know about birds singing, green men
beeping or that a whole host of other
high sounds were missing.
All I knew was that I wanted to be
a concert violinist like Nigel Kennedy
– but without the mad hair – and
most of all, I didn’t want to be different. But what’s great – 18 years
on from finding out I was deaf is that
now my deafness is not the unwanted intruder in my life, it’s a part of
who I am.
It’s what makes me shake awake in
the morning – my alarm clock really
does rock the room – and it’s also
what’s given me a unique perspective on the world – and on people.
Without it, I may have just taken my
hearing for granted, not bothered
to practise and given the violin up
before I got to Grade 5.
As it was, at 16, I got to Grade 6 –
and burst into tears at the realisation
that I was no longer able to make
beautiful music with this beautiful
instrument. And then, I found the
steely resolve that being deaf has
given me and announced I was taking up the double bass.
I loved the double bass; it spat
and heaved out great big, throaty
notes and was by far the loudest
instrument in our feeble flute – and
ego-heavy orchestra. Until one day I
came in for my weekly lesson to find
my double bass had been knicked...
Anyone got a spare?
n Deafinitely Girly writes every
weekday at www.deafinitelygirly.com

Research needs to
work for the deaf
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Continued from page 1

Medical technology and research
should devote more to solving the
problems of disabled people.
This is the resounding conclusion of
the survey of young people conducted
by Deafness Research UK.
Together with Deafness, Cognition and Language Research Centre,
the charities have been asking young
people how they think research might
change things for deaf people in the
near future.
The results of the competition
showed that young people want new
technology and medical research to
work as hard for them as it does for
the mainstream. Authors of the winning ideas were presented with their
awards at a ceremony at the House of
Commons on 5 May.
Vivienne Michael, the chief executive
of Deafness Research UK, said: “The
really exciting thing for me was that,
in most cases, these ideas are eminently achievable and they will make
a valuable contribution to the work of
Deafness research UK and DCAL over
the coming years.”
One of the judges of the competition, Dr Lisa Nolan of the UCL Ear
Institute, spoke about how many of
the suggestions seemed very straightforward, but would make a vast difference in the lives of young deaf people.

Hannah Norfor and her family with Vivienne Michael (second right) and Rosie Cooper MP
“Calvin Black and Jordan McGrath
both spoke about the need for water
proof hearing aids and cochlear
implants,” she said. “I think that when
you compare this to all of the equipment available that we do have these
days – that is waterproof watches and
cameras, for example – coupled with
the advances we have made in technology, it is somewhat surprising that
these are lacking,” Dr Nolan added.
All of the winners, except George
Greenway who could not attend the
event at the House of Commons, were
joined by their families and local MPs.
Helen’s father told Hearing Times he
was ‘immensely proud’ of his daughter,
who has been severely deaf from a
very young age.
Calvin Black’s mother said she knew
nothing about the awards until only
two weeks before the ceremony.

“Calvin had entered through school,
so I knew nothing about it until the
letter came through to say he had
won!
“We are all so proud of him, I know
he has a lot of difficulties with his
cochlear implant, especially when he
is playing football as it tends to fall off,
so hopefully one day they will stop this
from happening,” she added.
Jordan McGrath told us that although
he doesn’t see a career in medical
research in his future, he would like to
give something back to the deaf community.
“I would really like to be a social
worker for the deaf when I leave
school,” he told us. “I think it is important that people know as much as they
can about deafness and how it impacts
everyone concerned.”
Photo: Deafness Research UK

4 News

Calvin Black (second from right) with Vivienne Michael (right)

First prize was awarded to Jordan McGrath by Rosie Cooper MP

Grandchildren prompt hearing tests
New research has identified visiting grandchildren as the main reason
grandparents decide to have their
hearing tested for the first time.
Hearing specialist, Amplifon, who
commissioned the research, found that
the biggest single trigger for people of
retirement age to do something about
hearing loss is the ‘feeling of social exclusion’ from not hearing their grandchildren clearly.
“High-frequency hearing loss, in
particular children’s voices, is normally
the first to be noticed,” explains Enrico
Vacca, marketing director of Amplifon
UK.
“According to The Grandparents’
Association, 82% of children are regularly cared for by their grandparents

Quality time: failing to hear children often
prompts old people to have a hearing test
and the breakdown in communication
caused by gradual hearing loss is persuading those who may have been in
denial about their hearing loss to have
a hearing test.’”
There are 14m grandparents in the
UK and 6.5m people over the age of

60 have some form of hearing loss.
Vacca added: “Not only are grandparents spending more time than ever
with their grandchildren due to parents returning to full time work, our
research also found older grandchildren are often the ones to encourage
their grandparents to go for an initial
hearing test, and often make the appointment for them.
“The result is that both parties enjoy
a more fulfilling relationship when
hearing loss is addressed through
simple treatment.”
Other triggers to act on hearing loss
identified in the research included
Christmas parties, eating out in restaurants with friends, work meetings and
trips to the pub, theatre and church.
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Pub staff told
to wear ear
plugs by law

Deaf heritage down
to a tea. . . and cakes
By Gemma Davidson

Community elders attended an after
noon tea party organised by the Deaf
Heritage project, to try and gain an
insight into the history of life as a Deaf
person in the community of the West
Midlands.
The National Lottery-funded project
in Ladywood hopes to collect as much
information as it can about older Deaf
people’s experiences to benefit those
of future generations.
To get a clear and personal perspec
tive on deaf life, project co-ordinator
James Mclean organised the tea party
so community elders could share their
life stories first-hand.

The lives of the elders and the entire
project will be collected and made into
a specially created DVD using BSL
to create an accessible and relevant
format. There are also hopes for a
national exhibition at the Deaf Cultural
Centre, with dates yet to be confirmed.
James is still looking for people to
contribute to the project, especially
anyone who is deaf and worked in the
jewellery quarter or at Cadburys to
ensure a comprehensive and accurate
picture of deaf life is created.
If you would like to find out more
about the project or feel you can make
a contribution, please email James
Mclean at james.mclean@bid.org.uk or
phone 0121 450 7760.

The party, complete with a variety of
cakes, helped to recreate a great social
experience for all attendees and some
great memories were rediscovered
with the help of a few old photos.
James said: ‘Seeing the group relive
some of their memories was wonderful
and the photographs really helped cre
ate some great talking points.
‘Many of the group have had to
overcome barriers and obstacles that
I, and other generations, will never
have to face. This could be through ad
vances in technology or because they
have changed the deaf world at a local
or national level. They are pioneers
whose lives have influenced our culture
and this needs to be shown,’ he added.

‘Street’ star kicks off for the deaf
Bill said: “My wife was always going
on about the television being too loud.
“For years, I have been putting
off going to have my ears checked.
Deafness sort of creeps up on you. I
turned pro as a singer at 26 and have
performed in front of the Hallé, the
London Philharmonic, rock and jazz
bands. I’ve been in pubs, clubs – any
where they would pay for me to sing.
“But for 40-odd years, my hearing
was slowly going, so you don’t really
Photo: ITV Pictures

CORONATION Street veteran Bill
Tarmey has revealed that he is now
reliant on hearing aids, as a result of a
past career in singing.
Bill, 68, who plays Jack Duckworth
in the ITV1 soap, made his living as a
nightclub crooner before switching to
acting, and has now persuaded script
writers to include them in a forth
coming storyline about his character’s
love affair.
Bill spoke for the first time about his
deafness after agreeing to manage
the Corrie Allstars football team for
a charity match against the Co-op at
Rochdale FC’s Spotland Ground at the
beginning of May.
The £10,000-plus raised will go to
the Royal National Institute for the
Deaf – the charity of the year for the
Co-op, which was founded in Roch
dale, Lancashire
After years of becoming increasingly
frustrated about missing out on con
versations, he was persuaded by his
wife Ali to have a hearing aid fitted.
When he went to the Co-op phar
macy near his home in Ashton-underLyne, he was found to have severe
hearing problems.

Streets ahead: Corrie is to get storyline
about hearing aids, thanks to Bill Tarmey

notice. I was on stage sometimes ev
ery night and it has taken its toll.
“It was starting to get a bit embar
rassing. On the set [of Coronation
Street], for instance, people would
have to prompt me to start speaking if
the prompt came from the right-hand
side.
“Jack is five years older than me and
there will be nothing at all unusual
about a character of 73 having hear
ing aids – that’s why I have asked
the scriptwriters to get a storyline
included.
“Some smart Alec will notice I have
got hearing aids, so it needs to be
sorted. For years, I didn’t realise how
deaf I was.
“Now my grandchildren Curtis, Cal
lum and Naomi can’t make fun of me
any more – because I can hear every
thing,” Bill joked.
Captaining the Allstars was Michael
Le Vell, who plays Kevin Webster on
the Street.
He said: “Bill’s hearing aids are
hardly noticeable. I’m sure his quality
of life has improved no end and having
them in will raise awareness and per
suade people to have check-ups.”

Landlords up and down the country
have received letters from their local
councils asking them to carry out a
risk assessment on noise levels.
If bar staff are frequently exposed to
high noise levels, publicans have been
advised that they should make ‘ear
defenders’ available to prevent emp
loyees going deaf.
If licensees do not observe the
warning they could leave themselves
open to future legal action by their
staff, they have been warned.
Some landlords described the warn
ing as another example of ‘nanny state
interference’, and further bureaucracy
that had to be overcome.
They also expressed concern that
staff would not be able to hear which
drinks customers were ordering if they
had to wear ear plugs.
Mark South, landlord of the Cove
House Inn on Chesil Beach, Dorset,
said he was visited by a licensing of
ficer on 1 April. “When I mentioned it
to the staff afterwards, they thought it
was an April Fools Day joke,” he said.
He added: “The risk assessment
equates how often you have live mu
sic, the rotation of bar staff and how
often they are exposed to the noise.
“I am under the assumption that I
have to carry it out in order to comply
with the laws at work. These people
come up with all the problems, but
offer no solutions to small businesses,
apart from ear plugs.”
Weymouth and Portland council
said it was not a case of ‘nanny state
interference’, but officials giving advice
about The Control of Noise at Work
Regulations 2005. A spokesman said:
“If the constant noise is in excess of
80 decibels, landlords must tell their
staff. This is the legislation.”

Deaf society
celebrates its
50th birthday
The Commonwealth Society for
the Deaf launched its 50th Anniver
sary year on 29 April at Marlborough
House, London.
The event featured two bespoke
HARK! mobile audiology clinics des
tined for Ghana and Zambia, which will
help establish outreach programmes to
identify and treat children.
The society’s chief executive Gary
Williams said: “Fifty per cent of deaf
ness and hearing impairment in the
developing world is avoidable through
prevention, early diagnosis, and man
agement which is why the HARK! Pro
grammes have been a major feature
of Sound Seekers work.”
Sound Seekers London Marathon
2009 runner, Andrew Reid, a consul
tant clinical audiologist, said: “Sound
Seekers do great work in the develop
ing Commonwealth countries. Having
been involved in audiology for over 30
years, both on the “coal face” and na
tionally, it is an honour to help them.”
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Chiltern trains awarded top
dog for great accessibility
A rail service in England has been
presented with a prestigious award by
a collection of sensory charities.
Chiltern Railways came up trumps in
the awards as one of the many service
providers across the UK who have been
deemed worthy of the esteemed Dog
Star Award by Assistance Dogs (UK).
The charity supergroup, comprising
Canine Partners, Dogs for the Disabled,
Guide Dogs, Hearing Dogs and Support
Dogs, worked together to promote the
Year of the Assistance Dog. The aim
was to raise awareness of the vital work
these special dogs do for their disabled
owners, and to remind service providers that assistance dogs have rights of
access to all public places under the
Disability Discrimination Act.
As part of the campaign, Assistance
Dogs (UK) introduced the Dog Star – to
recognise and celebrate good practice
among service providers, with Chiltern Railways being one of a handful
of transport providers to receive the
award.
A plaque was unveiled in Aylesbury
in March, as four assistance dog partnerships made the hour-long journey
from Marylebone to Aylesbury on the
Chiltern line.
Alan Brooks, Chairman of ADUK,
explains: “We’re extremely grateful
to Chiltern Railways for leading the
way, making assistance dogs welcome
aboard its services. Although there are
many examples of good practice, assis-

BSHAA
announces
their annual
congress
An event billed as ‘the most important
day in an audiologist’s year’ has just
been announced by the British Society
of Hearing Aid Audiologists (BSHAA).
The annual congress will take place on
the 5th and 6th of June at the Queen’s
Suite of the Harrogate International
Conference Centre, and promises to be
bigger than ever before with presentations by key speakers from every corner of the industry.
Speakers include Dr Bernhard Seeber
from the Institute of Hearing Research,
Nottingham; Dr Laurence McKenna of
the Royal National Throat, Nose and Ear
Hospital; and Professor Bruce L Tempel
PhD from the University of Washington
School of Medicine in Seattle.
Over the two days there will be a
trade exhibition supported by the major hearing aid manufacturers and service providers, as well as what should
be an interesting session on Saturday
June 6th when the manufacturers will
speak about how they think hearing aid
design and technology will change in
the future.
You can find out more about the Society and the congress by visiting www.
bshaa.com.

tance dog users continue to encounter
problems accessing a variety of environments from shops, hotels, pubs,
and restaurants, to high street pedestrian areas and public transport.
“This discrimination is both unacceptable and against the law, so by highlighting good practice, we hope it will
become the norm, and that in future,
our vision of doors always being open
to all assistance dog users will become
reality.”
Dog Stars are symbols of excellence,
given in recognition of transport operators and other services meeting the
needs of all assistance dog owners.
Chiltern Railways receives particular
praise for passenger announcements
aboard its trains – a vital aid for visually impaired customers. Hearing
impaired passengers benefit from incarriage display screens and induction loops within ticket offices and help
points, whilst space is made available
for wheelchair users, who board and
alight using train-to-platform ramps.
For further information on ADUK
please visit www.assistancedogs.org.
uk.

On the right line: (l-r) Sarah Carr and her
dog for the disabled Demi; Judy Biggs, station host at Warwick Parkway, Nick Rees,
Car Part attendant at Warwick Parkway;
Philip Biggs with hearing dog Marsh;
Miriam Osborne with guide dog Hope;
Paul Robb, station master at Marylebone;
and John Osborne with guide dog Vectra

Kellie’s visit to Midlands
school for the deaf a hit
MAKE-UP
artist-turned-professional
model Kellie Moody visited a school
in early May to talk to students about
achieving their aspirations.
Former Miss Deaf UK Kellie, who
was discovered by Siemens Hearing
Instruments after appearing on the
BBC3 programme ‘Britain’s Missing Top
Model’ visited Braidwood School in Birmingham as part of the school’s Deaf
Awareness Week events.
Leicester-born Kellie, 25, has been

deaf from a young age, but has successfully followed her dream to become
a model, and takes part in many initiatives to educate and inform audiences
on overcoming the stigma associated
with hearing loss.
The visit was also in support of the
launch of a Siemens education initiative
and teaching resource website, www.
siemens.co.uk/deafawarenessweek.
“Speaking out on the stigma of deafness is really important to me so that a

wider audience is more informed about
how to communicate with deaf people,”
said Kellie Moody.
“It’s also great to show the pupils
that being deaf doesn’t need to hold
you back from making your dreams
happen.”
Headteacher of Braidwood School,
Karen Saywood, said Kellie’s visit to the
school “was an absolute triumph”.
“Kellie came to assembly and spoke
to the whole school about her schooling and her career,” Karen told Hearing
Times.
“She emphasized the need for young
people to be determined in their careers. The thing about young d/Deaf
people is that they don’t just have to
prove they are as good as other people,
they have to prove they are better.”
The media group at the school then
made a film about Kellie’s visit, and
asked plenty of questions about her life
and what difficulties she had to overcome whilst growing up.
“This is just the beginning of our very
busy Deaf Awareness Week,” Karen
added. “We are also holding a quiz
night and hope to hold an exhibition at
the Deaf Cultural Centre.”

Model student: Kellie Moody chats with
some of the youngsters at Braidwood
School (Photo: Courtesy of Siemens Hearing Instruments)
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The Melissa
Mostyn column

Pictures of an exhibitionist – an accolade to ‘JK’
Why attend an art exhibition private
view? A cheap ‘preen and be seen’
tactic? A pointless exercise in browsing what amounts, pretty much, to
giant decorated canvas?
Rather than dismiss it, one would
do well to consider its networking
prospects, which can be priceless –
especially if you’re able to get into
the parties others can’t reach. A
private view shimmering with the
allure of money is an invaluable
means of getting to meet those elusive behind-the-scenes figures (forget the celebrities – those are just
surface material) who might just give
you your make or break moment.
It is this – not where the art is,
but where the money is – that keep
the photographers, pop singers,
musicians, DJs, writers, illustrators, film-makers, actors, fashion
designers, architects, TV presenters
and performers, as well as artists,
coming. To aspire to be an artist and
overlook the opportunity to make
new contacts in this way – or at least
get a sense of what’s pulsating right
now in contemporary art – is a grave
mistake.
An even graver mistake would
be not to accept an invitation from
James Kearney to accompany him
to one of them. A small, quiet figure
with Harry Palmer glasses (which he

James Kearney with a portrait of Janis Joplin at London’s Proud Camden Gallery
later changed) and short, wiry hair the
colour of mature Irish whisky, as far
as in-the-know deaf circles were concerned, for three glorious, occasionally
sozzled years – until he moved to his
native Kilrea, where he now lives Kearney was the doyen of the London
private view.
Never mind that he never actually
worked in the arts, being a long-time
BBC man; Kearney, or JK as he is
informally known, had a knack for being in the right place at the right time.
Artrabbit and Time Out were his oracles, and with some nous and a couple
of strategic connections, he’d get
himself to stand ponderously next to
Gilbert & George, Jay Joplin or Helena
Bonham-Carter, glass of wine in hand.
Then – having edged close enough
– he’d stick up his trusty Nokia Com-

municator for a couple of blurry snaps,
just so you knew ‘He Was There’.
And all this he did without a sound,
unless, of course, the air was right for
a sound-bite. JK’s lugubrious appearance – which he once compared to
one half of Pinky and the Brain –
belied a first-class drollness, enabling
him to make straight-faced comments
that were as succinct as a Lucio Fontana cut, yet never offensive. Such is
his pokerfaced manner that a friend
once posted a photo of him on Facebook with the caption: ‘*Exclusive*:
JK smiles.’ He was the best diarist The
Guardian never had and the perfect
guest, innocuously relishing everything that others might object to about
the London contemporary art scene:

In another of his impromptu self-portraits,
JK admires Miles Thomas’s ‘Positive Space’

selfish, arrogant, vain, pretentious,
snobbish, disgusting even.
One likes to think that he was (still
is) a friend of the world, bringing together Australians, Italians, Chinese
and Brummies through distributing
his weekly private view emails to a
growing list. Certainly, being a simple
potato gratin man, he was no connoisseur – in art, food, wine or beer
for that matter; he’d grab glasses of
plonk for himself and his friends, caring not whether it came from Italy or
Ipswich, only that it was a gateway
to enjoyment.
Through his attendances, JK was
able to lend the private view a democracy that the elite figures might
pretend to welcome (why otherwise
those thin smiles in the Nokia pictures?), opening them up to the deaf
community in a way that no one else
has quite managed since.
Alas, the party was short-lived. In
2008, JK had to up sticks for Ireland
to care for his father, who has Parkinson’s Disease, in the wake of his
mother’s death. And with the move
went not just the only link to the
glittering contemporary art scene,
but also the one thing that tied him
irrevocably to self-indulgent, repulsive, glorious London. JK, we raise a
glass of (free) wine to you.
© Melissa Mostyn 2009
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How I went
from recluse
to welcomed
at university
By Benjamin Stonehouse
Like many, I endured school rather
than enjoyed it. I dreaded the next
time I would mishear what a classmate or teacher would say and be
ridiculed. First I attended a primary
school in my home village, but then
switched to one 10 miles away after
contracting meningitis and suffering
damage to my hearing.
I went to a mainstream secondary school nearby where support was
available but occasionally overbearingly. Radio aids, batteries for the hearing
aids and help with class work were
precisely timed when work became
hectic, but no emotional support was
offered
Looking back now I’m actually
glad that I was an isolated, yet terribly frustrated child, as it meant that
I fought for myself and even those
older than me on occasion. My hard
of hearing peers would often receive
harsh treatment from their hearing
classmates, especially in the steel barricades adjacent to the school where
fist-fights were rife. Bullying didn’t
occur in the physical context as I had
a few trustworthy friends and played
football regularly with friends who I
knew from younger school.
This was another reason for my unknown self detachment from the small
group placed in the Support room,

Which path are you going to follow
when it’s time to leave school?
Life on the
hearing times  may 2009

“I’m glad I was an isolated child”: Benjamin
Stonehouse
much to the displeasure of those in
charge. The more time I spent away,
ignoring or disagreeing with their
authority then the higher risk of self
isolation and lack of cooperation from
those I needed to be with (the hard
of hearing and helpers), and I found
myself falling into the hearing world
where I had nothing.
The occasional disagreement or
act of immaturity on my part showed
lack of concentration in the classroom
where teachers were already becoming increasingly concerned with the
recklessness of my behaviour. My
family could not understand and I
wouldn’t say a word when questioned.

Abandoning the hearing aids
In 2005, I left secondary school with
eight GCSEs. Fuelled by my dillusionment and complete lack of understanding about my standing in life, I
continued rebelling and abandoned
my hearing aids in sixth form, choosing to take my chances in the hearing
environment. With no support, I relied
heavily on my lip reading abilities,
which somehow did lead to A Levels in
Modern History, General Studies and
English Language, but I was left con-

vinced that with an interpreter I could
have passed Law, which relied on long
talks and presentations to educate the
class.
It was the way teachers acted that
frustrated me the most. Despite knowing I was deaf they would turn to the
board or walk around the classroom
mumbling. When I complained to the
Head of Law or others picked upon my
frustrations, they also talked to those
in charge which lead to speakers and
microphones being placed in the room.
With only four months to go until the
end of the course, this act was simply
a case of ‘too little, too late.’ Luckily
after a foundation year in BA Business
Management at York University, where
support continued to be non-existent,
I took the plunge to leave the comfort
zone of North Yorkshire and move to
the West Midlands. I am now studying
English Literature and Deaf Studies at
the University of Wolverhampton.

University changes everything
Once at University, you are expected
to look out for yourself more than you
probably ever have done before. I was
introduced to a network of support
and given access to specialist interpreters and note-takers. Electronic
note-takers that can be followed during the class via a laptop also proved
to be very helpful. More importantly.

there is more understanding and communication with programmes that fit
around each individual hard of hearing
person with the help of Communication Support teams. With so many
teams supporting the deaf students
there is very little room for failure.
If you tend to be distracted, they
won’t order you to work like a teacher
would, but subtly hint that you really
should knuckle down, because at the
end of the day, it is your livelihood and
future that you are working toward.
On the social side of education,
things have drastically improved from
school and college where I seemed to
shun the deaf and therefore isolate
myself through anger at the ignorance
of the hearing. Yet at University, you
encounter many people from similar
backgrounds and ways of thinking. I
wholeheartedly recommend it.
For those seeking pastures new or
to simply make new friends there are
plenty of opportunities over the summer for you. If you are 16 and under, I
recommend taking up a new sport and
interacting with new people, and if you
are older, why not try volunteering? I
plan to volunteer on a Sports Leaders
course with a Deaf Friendly Football
Club Project I have found.
I also plan to take part in the Northern Multi-Activity Holiday in York,
which is ideal to volunteer for and assist with, if you live nearby.
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Looking to the future: There are many opportunities available to young
school leavers, including further education in college or university,
trainseeships and apprenticeships.

front line: a
chat with a
deaf student
By Louise Buglass

By Louise Buglass
“Education is not the filling of a pail,
but the lighting of fire”
William Butler Yeats
One of the nail-biting elements of
life is the idea of experiencing something unknown and challenging to us.
Such as being on the verge of leaving
high school; some may experience a
yearning for excitement and freedom
whereas others may feel fear rising
and experience a few wobbles. Whether you are in full-time education,
college or at university, how do you
prepare for the next stage of your life?
How can you ensure you have made
the right decisions that can affect your
future? Should we leave it to fate and
let our future unfold?
With your future grasped within your
hands, you have the potential to push,
change and even expand it. With a
goal to be an artist, doctor or even a
lawyer, each and every one of you is
on a quest to greater knowledge and
the flourishing of your ambitions. So,
with your future in your hands it is up
to you to decide how to achieve your
expectations. After all, it is your future
and you only live once (unless you
believe in the afterlife of course).

Where to go next?
On the completion of the final
GCSE/A-Level exam, what do you do
next? Moving onto the next step of
the ladder, this is a pretty big question. Life is like one big encyclopaedia
and you get to choose what to learn

and experience. There are many opportunities out there. It is a matter of
finding the right one and ensuring with
confidence and happiness that this approach meets your expectations. You
may want to go on to college, university, take up a traineeship or apprenticeship, or even go straight to a job.
Entering the big wide world can be
seen as a journey into the abyss, so
hence the need for thorough research
to reassure you of the decisions you’ve
made. Support is widely available and
will be offered by tutors, professionals and particularly career advisors.
At places of education, job centres
and even online, there is a section on
future prospects and accessible career
information.

Support for d/Deaf students
If you choose to apply to a college
or university, you must ensure as a
deaf/hard of hearing (HOH) person
that the standards meet your needs.
If you must explore twenty different
places to find the ideal one for you,
then twenty places it shall be! It is
wise to meet tutors, students, and the
support unit, have tours and find out
what is there for you. Consider every
corner when it comes to your decision; have they had a previous deaf/
HOH student? What kind of support
is provided? Is it efficient? Is there
deaf awareness in this institution? Is
there a deaf community? It is vital to
satisfy these questions and ensure
that you are capable of achieving the
best results in comparison with other
students. It is preposterous that deaf/

HOH students, without support, have
to work twice as hard compared to
hearing students.
“The provision of good access for
deaf students will reinforce their motivation and commitment at university
and for their future careers,” says
Alistair Wright, manager of Communication Support at the University of
Wolverhampton.
“It will transform deaf students’
lives by facilitating their confidence
and independence,” he adds.
As you continue to ascend the ladder, obstacles will arise and as soon as
you overcome them, your confidence
will build up tremendously. Being at
a college/university is beneficial in
many ways. An American journalist,
Sydney J. Harris once said “the whole
purpose of education is to turn mirrors
into windows”. Being educated as well
as taking control of the rein of your
future is a way of making you mentally
and physically prepared for the big
world.
Working life is demanding and
you need to be on your guard. Work
experiences are a boost not only for
your confidence, but to your professional and social skills (and make your
C.V. look much better!) Surpassing
the challenges of time management,
the ability to multi-task and keeping
the motivation and determination will
prove to serve you as a person and in
your dream occupations.
There is a changing world out there,
waiting for you to discover the opportunities and challenges that lie ahead.
The world NEEDS YOU!

Last September, 21 year old Sean
Noone enrolled at Newman University
College, Birmingham, for a degree in
Youth Work. Not only he is currently
working with the Birmingham Youth
Service, but he is also a professional
wrestler.
As a Deaf person, Sean said he experienced “mixed feelings” of excitement
and nervousness when it was time to
leave college. It took him a while to
come to a decision whether he should
go to Newman University College as he
was the first deaf student. But fortunately for him, the idea of entering the
world on his own didn’t scare him as
he was already “used to it” by being
a member of the youth parliament and
a member of the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF).
Although his first choice of university
was Wolverhampton, unfortunately his
choice of course was not available. Sean
turned to Newman University College
where his passion as a Youth Worker
has flourished. Sean was reassured by
asking “lots of questions” regarding the
course and support. Halfway through
his first year, the support, which included note-takers and BSL interpreters, proved to be more than sufficient.
“I believe that I am in the right place”
he says.
Regarding the difficulties at university, “the start of the course was difficult,
as none of them have knowledge about
the Deaf”, Sean confesses, but that has
since improved.

“I believe I am in the right place” : Sean
Noone says has found his feet at Newman
University College (Photo: courtesy of Sean
Noone)
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Revolutionary role: Dench (right) is
outstanding as Madame de Sade’s
mother, Madame de Montreuil

Madame De Sade
Donmar Warehouse,
London

Captioned by STAGETEXT
By Chris Attewell-Hughes
I’m in two minds about Madame de
Sade. Originally written by Yukio
Mishima in 1965, Michael Grandage
has taken Madame de Sade and attempted to breathe new life into it.

Panic

Barbican Theatre,
London
BSL interpreted

By Chris Attewell-Hughes
Panic was not my cup of tea. I really
can’t stress that enough. Phelim McDermott stars as narrator, a man who
believes the great God Pan has descended upon him and begun to affect
his wellbeing.
From the get-go, I wasn’t impressed.
McDermott begins by introducing himself and the cast. All the while I just
kept thinking: “Get on with it!” His
nymphs, Angela Clerkin, Lucy Foster,
and Matilda Leyser all give descriptions of how they came to play a part
in Panic. Snore.
McDermott sits in his flat in Brixton surrounded by a sea of self-help
books, which he later lists book by

Following the drama brought about
by the Marquis de Sade’s behaviour,
the play is based around the discussion had by Madame de Sade (Rosamund Pike) and her company. Taking
the leading role, Pike slips effortlessly
into her character’s mentality. As time
passes, she goes from dutiful wife to a
woman being pushed to her absolute
limits.
The Marquis is imprisoned for poisoning, sodomy, and immoral behaviour. The accusations made against
him encourage Madame de Montreuil
(Judi Dench) to take a stand against
the Marquis. Dench plays Madame de
Sade’s mother with such gusto, it’s difbook. I suspect this is to add to dramatic appeal, but there are eight bags
of them and it just gets tedious after
a while.
Perhaps the most disturbing is
McDermott prancing around in lycra
boxers. Not because watching him
is unappealing; quite the opposite.
There’s something strangely beautiful
about his large belly and tiny limbs.
No, rather it is the smell of B.O that
carried across the fourth row that
repulsed me.
Puppetry plays a large part in Panic.
I have to admit that the Pan puppet
was quite impressive. The shadow
puppetry, however, was not. I completely understand that sexuality and
lust are a key theme here, but the
obsession with penises is a bit much.
This is made evident by McDermott’s
giant wooden extension that needs a
harness to be carried. Overall, I was
bored and, judging by the audience
members that walked out, I wasn’t the
only one.

ficult not to imagine this as one of her
on-screen performances. Her reactions are perfect, or at least the visible
ones. A lot of the time Dench spent
acting to the back of the stage.
Accompanying the above onstage
are Comtesse de Saint-Fond (Frances
Barber) and Baronesse de Simiane
(Deborah Findlay). Having recently
taken part in King Lear, Barber gives a
delectable performance. She is sinful and wicked and we’re left craving
more of her. Her death is exquisite as
she’s trampled to death while masquerading as a common prostitute.
At the other end of the scale is
Baronesse de Simiane who abhors

The Fever

Royal Court Theatre,
London

Captioned by STAGETEXT
By Chris Attewell-Hughes
The first time I saw Wallace Shawn’s
The Fever, I didn’t know what to make
of it. The synopsis made it sound like
a middle-class attempt at guilting the
masses into thinking more about the
developing world. My initial thoughts
of it didn’t denounce this. On closer
inspection, however, I came to realise
that The Fever is actually something of
a masterpiece.
The whole thing is a 90-minute
monologue enacted by the enthralling Clare Higgins. She’s staying in a
hotel room where the electricity is out
because of the weak power grid. The
only light is a tiny candle that sees
her to a dirty bathroom where she

Photo: J Persson, courtesy of The Donmar Warehouse, London

Even Dench cannot quench this dry offering

anything unchristian or anything that
might disturb her fragile image of the
Marquis. Ultimately, while trying to
survive the French Revolution, Findley’s character becomes a nun. Findlay’s portrayal is at some times weak,
but seems to stand for the morality
and commonsense which the other
characters lack.
Overall, Madame de Sade has a fine
gathering of actors. The set and costumes are amazing. However, the play
itself is a tad dry and could do with a
bit more flavour to it.

editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
finds herself vomiting more than she
can handle. The fever that causes her
vomiting is supposedly a metaphor for
capitalism.
During her sickness, she recalls her
life: she remembers times past, parties she’s been to and conversations
she’s had. All of which involve her
wealth that has allowed her to live in a
reasonably comfortable manner.
It’s not until the speaker (Higgins)
explores the differences between herself and her neighbour that she realises that they really are no different.
While the speaker believes she is more
aware of world poverty, what she later
comes to terms with is that her wealth
largely depends on world poverty.
And even if she were to divide world
wealth evenly, it would have to be
gradual enough so that she wouldn’t
be affected by it.
Ultimately, the moral behind the play
boils down to how unwilling we are to
change. Yes, it would be nice if everyone were happy and lived comfortably,
but if it means that we have to make
sacrifices then we don’t want to know.

Are you going to see a captioned or signed play that you would like
to review for us?
Email your reviews to editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
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Noises Off

Queen’s Theatre,
Hornchurch London
BSL interpreted
By William Jeremy
Many of the best playwrights, as
many artists dealing with written and
spoken word, are teachers at heart.
Their urge to explain, clarify and show
shines through their work and Michael
Frayn is no exception. A brilliant
wordsmith he has excelled in all areas
of the writing trade: as a journalist he
wrote a book that is widely regarded
as the best insider’s view of how the
old Fleet Street trade worked (Towards
the End of the Morning); his column
in the Guardian brought him a wide
audience; his novels are celebrated
for their verbal inventiveness and he
has ventured into screenwriting being
responsible for one of John Cleese’s
best comic performances as the
time-obsessed headmaster in Clockwise. Add philosopher; art historian
and documentary film-maker to the
accomplishments and you have the
classic ‘Renaissance man’ – in France
he would grace the dining tables of
Presidents and the ‘belle monde’ – in
Britain he is regarded as a ‘clever
chap’ in a world of arts and media
known for its abundance of cleverness.
Frayn’s play is nothing if not ambitious. It has no less than two theatrical conventions at its core: the
farce and the ‘play within a play’.
Both dramatic themes are intertwined
resulting in a torrent of words, hectic
action and a lightning delivery as the
play proceeds. The play centres on
the rehearsal and performances of a
theatre company touring the provinces with a farce. The first Act opens
on the technical run-through with all
the attendant stress of pre-opening
nerves and actoral temperaments
jangling. The playwright, lyricist and
composer Noel Coward once remarked
that the secret of successful stage
acting was remembering the lines and

Dido, Queen of
Carthage
National Theatre,
London

Captioned by STAGETEXT

not bumping into the furniture. This
play is based on nobody remembering lines and everybody bumping into
the furniture and each other. The First
Act has the actors rehearsing their
play whilst being directed from the
auditorium by a director with a growing sense of despair at the prospect of
a first night looming ever closer and
barely-suppressed rage mounting.
The characterisations are wonderfully
drawn by Frayn and captured precisely
by a skillful cast. There are the stockin actoral universal types to be found
in both amateur theatrical groups and
repertory companies alike: the worldweary sarcastic director, played by
Shaun Hennessy; the neurotic Garry,
played by Rowan Talbot, who displays
an athleticism and physical comedy
worthy of a Rowan Atkinson at his
most Mr Bean-like; the precious method actor feeling meaning and motivation in every stage direction whilst not
being able to cope with life generally;
the ‘ever-so-nice’ but intense blondie
with her ‘luvvie’ way of calling all and
sundry ‘sweetie’, darling and ‘my love’
and trying to stick to her part when all
is falling apart; the veteran actor with
a drink and hearing problem – played
with vigour and enthusiasm by Stuart
Organ. One of the best performances
is by Kim Ismay who plays the housekeeper in the play within the play as
a cross between Maureen Lipman and
Su Pollard with her flamingo-like turns
and wonderful timing.
The play demands a great deal from
its ensemble cast. All the characters
have two roles: the part they are
playing in the play ‘within’ and the
part in the play ‘without’. Act I is the
rehearsal process of the play within
and Act Two is set backstage during
one of the performances as it tours
the provinces. As usual there are
sub-plots with members of the cast
having affairs with one another. The
Second Act descends into classic farce
– fights between the actors; intermix
of ‘onstage’ and ‘off’ and the major
ingredient of any farce – trouser-dropping. There is a very clever piece of
pure artistry – a whole section of the
play conducted in silence with actors
conducting complicated stage business

By Chris Attewell-Hughes
Christopher Marlowe’s classic tale
of love, lust, tragedy, and adventure is
timeless. To begin with, we’re presented with Jupiter (Alan David); a portly,
lecherous man. Sat up in the heavens,
we watch him vying for the attention
of effeminate Ganymede (Ryan Sampson), the cupbearer of the Gods.
Enter Venus (Siobhan Redmond).

‘A play within a play’: the cast of Michael Frayn’s farce, including Shaun Hennessy,
Kim Ismay and Simon Jessop (Photo: Courtesy of Queen’s Theatre)
whilst trying to get on and off stage.
The audience is treated to a reverse
view of the action from a backstage
perspective.
The Third Act is back on front set
during a performance when the whole
effort reaches a climax of wrong
entrances, mixed-up lines and confused action. The audience has been
‘taught’ the play within as it unfolds
and so by the Third Act the hilarity is
in the understanding and appreciation of the ‘fluffed’ lines or the missed
entrance. There is a very well done
‘sub theme’ running through the play
involving sardines which is the device
Frayn uses to hang a lot of the physical action. The action between the
players and their parts onstage and
their lives offstage merge and mingle
in a colourful tumult of misunderstanding and mayhem.
n To mark National Deaf Awareness
Week the Sanders Draper School
mounted an exhibition in the foyer of
the Queen’s Theatre Hornchurch. The
school is a mainstream secondary High
School with a Hearing Impaired Unit
catering for 12 pupils out of a school
complement of 1200. One of the
organisers of the display, Mrs Russell,

told the Hearing Times that all pupils
have a chance to learn sign language.
The exhibition, with its articles and
wall displays, pictures, paintings,
poems and explanations is a wonderful example and reminder that hearing
impairment is a disability and not an
inability. Indeed, a section featured
famous personalities from the world
of arts, sciences, music, politics and
literature all of whom had a hearing
impairment or loss and had made a
huge contribution to the world. Examples included the percussionist
Evelyn Glennie; Ludwig Van Beethoven
the classical composer; the artist
David Hockney; the actress Stephanie
Beecham; the inventor of the electric
lightbulb Thomas Edison; the painters
Van Gogh, Joshua Reynolds, Rebecca
Macree and Toulouse Lautrec the
French impressionist; Peter Stringfellow the nightclub entrepreneur and
Phil Collins the rock musician.
Out of many quotations used, the
American author Mark Twain – who
wrote modern classic Huckleberry Finn
– had very moving view:
“ Kindness is the language which the
deaf can hear and the blind can see “

She begs Jupiter to save her son, Aeneas (Mark Bonnar), who is floating in
the ocean after a shipwreck. As shrill
and upset as she pretends to be, the
performance just isn’t believable and
her rant is completely lost on me.
Aeneas is saved and finds himself washed up on the beaches of
Carthage. He and his crew are greeted
by Queen Dido (Anastasia Hille). It is
here that Venus decides to make her

other son, Cupid (Ceallach Spellman)
take the place of Aeneas’ son. Her
plan is that the rather cheeky Cupid
will put a spell on Dido to make her
fall in love with Aeneas. This is much
to the dismay of her suitor, Iarbas,
King of Gaetulia (Obi Abili).
With fantastic coldness, Dido tells
Iarbas she’s not even vaguely interested anymore and that he should leave.
Her cruelty sends Iarbas into a rage.
Dido makes Aeneas King and the two
enjoy a passionate love affair. While
Iarbas is infuriated, Dido’s sister Anna
(Sian Brooke) is elated and can finally
announce her love for the rejected
suitor.
However, Jupiter decides to order
Aeneas to leave for Italy and leave
Dido behind. At this, Dido becomes
terrified and after his leaving, she
burns herself to death in their bedding. Finding her, Iarbas slits his own
throat and bleeds to death: all very
believable acting. Anna, on the other
hand, doesn’t seem as upset at the
double suicide. Ultimately her lack of
emotion sums up the feeling of the
whole play. The intentions were good,
but the execution was weak.

Greek tragedy: Sian Brooke (far right) lets the cast down with a lacklustre performance as Dido’s sister, Anna (Photo: Johan
Persson, courtesy of The National Theatre, London)

Next month:
Boo and
Hot Mikado
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Book Reviews
The Hubris
Syndrome
David Owen

Politico’s Publishing
£8.99

David Owen is something of a
Renaissance man in public life. A
trained doctor before entering
Parliament, he went on to become
a Cabinet Minister under Prime
Minister James Callaghan, and
Foreign Secretary aged 37 before
going on to co-found the Social
Democratic Party as one of the
original Gang of Four. Having spent a
lifetime ‘up close and personal’ with
major political figures, and having
a medical interest in the powerful

and how ill-health effects leaders,
Owen is well-placed to write about
the nexus of power, personality and
the mental state.
Written as part-case study, partpolemic Dr Owen puts the case for
the idea that the nature of power
today can send some leaders to
the point of a kind of mental illness
which manifests itself as a condition
that is similar to what the Greek
dramatists called hubris. Whilst
the popular terminology would be
that ‘power has gone to their head’
or he or she is unhinged or has ‘lost
touch with reality’, Owen traces the
roots of the concept of hubris and
applies it to messrs Blair and Bush,
taking as the template the handling
of the Iraq war and its aftermath.
The idea of hubris has its roots in
ancient Greek drama, and in the
study of power and the impact it
has on those who seek to wield
it. It is the study of how powerful
people – heroes in the drama can become puffed up with pride
and thus become contemptuous
and dismissive of others which
leads to excessive self-confidence
causing misunderstanding of the
situation around them and eventual
destruction at the hands of their
nemesis. In the Greek experience,
the hero is brought low by trying
to act as though he were more like
a god and thus is humbled and
brought to earth. Thus the moral
is that we should not allow power
and success to go to their heads.
It is, perhaps, also captured by the

What’s On Guide
Provided by Signed Performance in
Theatre (SPIT) www.spit.co.uk
19 May 2009
19.30 Evita (Musical) The Royal
Centre, Nottingham, BSL interpreted
20 May 2009
19.30 L’Elisir d’Amore (Opera)
Royal Opera House, London, BSL
interpreted
21 May 2009
19.30 Lucky Sods (Comedy)
Lawrence Batley Theatre, Huddersfield, BSL interpreted
19.30 Oleanna (Play) Octagon
Theatre Bolton, BSL interpreted
24 May 2009
13.00 His Dark Materials - Philip
Pullman (Play) Edinburgh Festival
Theatre, BSL interpreted
18.00 His Dark Materials - Philip
Pullman (Play) Edinburgh Festival
Theatre, BSL interpreted
27 May 2009
19.00 Mitridate, re di Ponto (Opera) Birmingham Hippodrome,
Captioned in-house
19.30 Cyrano De Bergerac (Play)
Chichester Festival Theatre, BSL
interpreted
28 May 2009
19.00 Wagstaffe the Wind-Up
Boy (Play) Mercury Theatre,
Colchester, BSL interpreted
19.15 La Boheme (Opera) Bir-

mingham Hippodrome, Captioned
in-house
19.30 Blithe Sprit (Play) Oldham
Coliseum Theatre, BSL interpreted
29 May 2009
19:00 The Queen of Spades (Opera) Birmingham Hippodrome,
Captioned in-house
19.30 Quadrophenia (Play) Edinburgh Festival Theatre, BSL interpreted
20.00 Blood Brothers (Musical)
Hawth Theatre, Crawley, BSL interpreted
30 May 2009
14.15 and 19.15 La Boheme
(Opera) Birmingham Hippodrome,
Captioned in-house
14.30 Fame (Musical) New Theatre
Cardiff, BSL interpreted
19.00 Wagstaffe the Wind-Up
Boy (Play) Mercury Theatre,
Colchester, Captioned in-house
3 June 2009
20.00 Hot Mikado (Musical)
Queen’s Theatre, Hornchurch,
Captioned in-house
5 June 2009
19.15 The Abduction from the
Seraglio - Mozart (Opera) Operat
North and The Lowry, Salford, BSL
interpreted
19.45 Studies for a Portrait (Play)
Oval House Theatre, London, BSL

aphorism that ‘those who the gods
wish to destroy they first make
great’.
From drama, literature and
history Owen develops his theme
that hubris could be seen as an
‘occupational hazard’ for many
leaders in political, military or
business roles, and this should be
considered as a medical syndrome
when it arises and can be described
as such. Owen sees it as illness of
position as much as personality, and
some leaders fall prey to it whilst
others do not. Given the context
of power, position and hierarchical
deference in a governmental
system, hubris can develop as a
sense of omnipotence can develop
in the individual. Owen cites a list
of behavourial symptoms which
could identify the condition such as:
an identification with the state and
themselves to the extent that they
regard the outlook and interest of
the two as identical; a messianic
manner of talking about what they
are doing and excessive confidence
combined with unshakeable selfbelief of being vindicated in a
‘higher court’ or by ‘history’ rather
than colleagues or public opinion.
All this combined with recklessness
and restlessness leads to a loss
of contact with reality, and major
mistakes in decision-making with
huge consequences for themselves
and others.
The reader may feel daunted
by the subject matter but David
Owen writes in a clear, lucid and

straightforward
manner
which
seeks to enlighten, based on
his considerable experience of
medicine, politics and international
affairs.
The author writes with
wit and grace and is refreshingly
candid about his own shortcomings
as perceived by others – once
accused himself of megalomania
he admits to arrogance and an
impatience of others combined with
a tendency to ‘over-examine the
spilt milk’. Owen has been seen in
the past as a controversial figure,
borne from a reputation as being a
‘serial resigner’ and a divider rather
than uniter. However iconoclastic
his view, it is an independent one
which is the product of a questioning
temperament.
His criticisms,
although profound and stinging,
are nonetheless measured.
His
tone is one of the doctor giving
advice, which if ignored will not be
advantageous to the body politic.
A penetrating study from a political
figure who has often trod his own
path in the face of harsh criticism.
A survivor of the syndrome which
he describes so brilliantly? The
reader can judge.

interpreted

17 June 2009
19.00 His Dark Materials Part 1
(Play) West Yorkshire Playhouse,
BSL interpreted

6 June 2009
14.30 An Inspector Calls (Play)
The Royal Centre, Nottingham,
Captioned in-house
14.30 and 19.30 Evita (Musical)
Plymouth Theatre Royal, BSL interpreted
10 June 2009
19.30 Relatively Speaking (Play)
Library Theatre, Manchester , BSL
interpreted
20.00 Hot Mikado (Musical)
Queen’s Theatre, Hornchurch, BSL
interpreted
11 June 2009
19.30 Blithe Spirit (Play) The Haymarket, Basingstoke, BSL interpreted
12 June 2009
19.15 The Abduction from the
Seraglio - Mozart (Opera) Opera
North at Theatre Royal, Nottingham, BSL interpreted
13 June 2009
14.30 Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers (Musical) Plymouth Theatre Royal, Captioned in-house
16.00 Haunted (Play) Royal Exchange Theatre, Manchester, BSL
interpreted
15 June 2009
19.30 A Doll’s House (Play) Donmar Warehouse, London, Captioned by STAGETEXT
16 June 2009
19.30 Aunt Dan and Lemon (Play)
Royal Court Theatre, London, Captioned in-house

WBR Jeremy

Want to see your book
review here? Email
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

18 June 2009
19.00 His Dark Materials Part 2
(Play) West Yorkshire Playhouse,
BSL interpreted
19.30 Speaking Relatively (Play)
Library Theatre, Manchester, Captioned in-house
19 June 2009
19.00 His Dark Materials Part 1
(Play) West Yorkshire Playhouse,
Captioned in-house
19.15 The Abduction from the
Seraglio - Mozart (Opera) Opera
North at The Royal Centre, Nottingham, BSL interpreted
20 June 2009
14.30 The Thorn Birds - A Musical
(Musical) Plymouth Theatre Royal,
Captioned in-house
19.00 His Dark Materials Part 2
(Play) West Yorkshire Playhouse,
Captioned in-house
25 June 2009
19.00 High School Musical (Musical) Wales Millennium Centre,
Cardiff, BSL interpreted
19.15 The Abduction from the
Seraglio - Mozart (Opera) Opera
North at Grand Theatre Leeds, BSL
interpreted
19.30 The Seafarer (Play) Octagon
Theatre, Bolton, BSL interpreted
27 June 2009
14.30 High School Musical (Musical) Wales Millennium Centre,
Cardiff, Captioned in-house
20.00 The Pianist (Play) Royal
Exchange Theatre Manchester, BSL
interpreted

Hearing Dog of the Month
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Cheeky Chiuahua Tiger chosen as May’s chief chum
A tiny Chihuahua that acts as a hearing dog for his severely deaf owner in
Merthyr Tydfil has been named Dog of
the Month by Hearing Dogs for Deaf
People.
The little hero, ironically called Tiger,
was nine months old when he was donated to Hearing Dogs by his owner. As
he had lived in a home and was not a
puppy, he progressed into the advanced
soundwork training very quickly and
was placed with his first deaf recipient.
Unfortunately after a few years, Tiger’s
owner passed away and he returned
to Hearing Dogs to be rematched, after which he was partnered with Carol
Hopkins in 2003.
Tiger has now been with Carol for almost six years and has made a huge
difference to her life. Despite being
one of the smallest hearing dogs to be
trained, his huge personality and zest
for work has been a real help to Carol,
who suffers from poor health.
Carol, who had been a music teacher,
lost her hearing very suddenly, and just
as she was coming to terms with that
shock, she was struck down with a severe illness which resulted in her being permanently confined to a wheelchair. This left her feeling extremely
depressed and knocked her confidence
to the point that she never thought she
would be the same person again. Tiger
changed all this, and restored Carol’s
confidence in herself as well as in human nature.
One of Tiger’s unique characteristics
is the fact that he is missing a few teeth
which sometimes means his tongue
sticks out of his mouth. This endear-

“Wherever we go
everyone is so pleased
to see Tiger.” Carol Hopkins

‘My time as a princess at Disney’
By Miss UK Carnival Queen contestant
Laura Bolter

Winning the Ferndown Carnival Queen
competition had been so much fun, as
had representing my town at lots of different events, but the special prize was
an all-expenses paid trip to Disneyland
Paris, where I would get to compete for
Miss UK Carnival Queen!
The day started very early on a Sunday morning, when we had to meet the
coach at 6am! Since we were being
judged from the minute we got onto
the coach, I had to get up even earlier!
I took a very large suitcase (well a girl
has to be prepared) and was the last to
arrive. Everyone was very excited and
looking forward to meeting the ‘competition’.
We picked up some more people
and headed
off for Dover
where
we
met up with
three
other
coaches and
the other girls
that
were
taking part.
As soon as
we were on
the boat we
were whisked

off to the top deck in the V.I.P rooms
where all the girls were meeting and
where we were presented with our Disneyland sashes by the captain. We had
an official photographer who took pictures of our every move (over 3000 in
total!) and we had to sit down individually with the purser and his assistant
and answer questions... the competition had started.
Our first evening was a night at the
‘Wild West’ show. We were given ‘special’ treatment wherever we went and
that night was no different. The girls
that I had made friends with were so
much fun and we were all up dancing
and enjoying ourselves all night.
The next day was a day at Disney. We
were given the freedom to spend the
day on our own (after photos!)....and we
had a fantastic time wandering around
the park. Later
on we met up
with our families and had a
trip to Paris.
Paris was fantastic and after
more
photos
we were able
to look round
the Eiffel Tower, had a trip
down the River

Seine on a boat and then a trip round
Paris with the coach driver showing us
so many different things.
The next day Disney opened the park
an hour early for us to have time to take
some more photos! Two hours later we
were allowed to go off on our own. That
evening was our final competition. All
the girls got back early to get into their
dresses ready for the evening – they
all looked so beautiful, I had made so
many friends by then that I really felt
they all deserved to win!
The Disney train arrived outside of
the hotel to take us to the club where
the competition was being held. We
were all so excited! We entered the hall
with everybody clapping, and then had
to go up on the stage one at a time and
give a speech, but then afterwards we
had to answer three questions each.
We were then allowed to go onto the
dance floor and relax.
There was a first and second place
girl... it wasn’t me, but that didn’t matter! I made lots of very good friends,
my mum and dad said I made them
proud and I did it all on my own! Nobody knew my past, nobody made any
special ‘allowances’ for me, I was just
‘Laura’ having fun with some mates! I
will remember my trip always!
n Laura, 16, is deaf and was fitted with
a cochlear implant when she was three

ing feature attracts people to him like
a magnet, especially children, and he
loves the attention! Carol says: “We
are always greeted with such warm
welcomes, and wherever we go everyone is so pleased to see Tiger.”
Having Tiger as her constant companion has meant that Carol feels confident enough to go out and about, and
she now regularly attends operas and
concerts. Tiger, of course, accompanies
her everywhere, and this has made
Carol feel so much better about herself.
As Carol has limited mobility, Tiger
has had to be trained to alert her to
the household sounds while she is in
the wheelchair, and he does this with
enthusiasm. However, he has also acted above and beyond the call of duty,
quite possibly saving Carol’s life. When
Carol lies down, she sometimes suffers
a reflux problem which means she can
vomit and choke, and this often happens when she is asleep. Not long after
Tiger went to live with Carol, she had
one of these episodes in her sleep. She
woke suddenly to find Tiger scrabbling
frantically at her face and licking her
constantly to wake her up. Carol is in
no doubt that had he not been there
she could have choked to death.
Carol sums up her feelings for her
tiny companion. “I’m very proud and
privileged to have Tiger. He is a little bundle of fluff who has changed
my life. I think the world of Tiger and
couldn’t imagine life without him. If I
didn’t have Tiger with me, I really don’t
think I would have the will to live. He
is a real star.”

years old, which helped her speech and
language develop. She now leads an
independent life, although still uses lip
reading to fully understand people.

A big thankyou to our friends at The
Deaf Blog for this story.

Belle of the ball: Laura Bolter (pictured
above centre with her ladies-in-waiting)
had a fantastic time in Disney with the
other pageant contestants (pictured left,
back row, second from right)
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Hearing Times crossword

Last month’s solution

If you would like to create a crossword for Hearing Times, please send 30 words and
solutions to info@hearingtimes.co.uk and we will name the crossword after you!
Remember to check the next issue of Hearing Times to see if you completed this
month’s crossword correctly.

Sudoku
Hard

The aim of these fun puzzles is to fill in the missing boxes so that each vertical and horizontal column contains the
numbers 1 to 9. Furthermore, each sub-grid of nine boxes must also contain the numbers 1 to 9. Sudoku is now recognised by experts to be the perfect mental workout to keep the mind fit and active and stave off the effects of age-related
degeneration. Try the hard puzzle for advanced players, or the easy puzzle if you are a beginner.

Easy

Last month’s
solutions

Hard

Easy

Harrod’s boss
digs deep for
Fulham Deaf
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By HT Sports Reporter

The Chairman of Fulham Football Club
has dipped into his pockets to pledge a
hefty sum to the Fulham Deaf Football
Squad.
Mohamed Al Fayed, who is also the
boss of world-famous department
store Harrod’s, donated £10,000 to
the GB Squad members to help them
make it to the Taipei Deaflympics this
September.
The donation completes all the individual fundraising targets for all twelve
Fulham DFC players representing
Great Britain in the games.
The Great Britain Deaf Football Team
is self-funded and relies purely on
donations and sponsorship following
the withdrawal of sport funding last
year. The Great Britain deaf athletes
do not receive any support from the
UK government for the Deaflympics
because all funds have been diverted
to the 2012 Olympics.
Each team member has to raise
£3,000 to cover the costs of competing for GB at the Deaflympics, which
also include flights and accommoda-

tion in Taiwan.
All twelve Fulham Deaf players have
been fundraising tirelessly since last
September, and Mohamed’s donation has ensured they all reach their
fundraising targets, so they can all
represent Great Britain and Fulham FC
in the Deaflympics.
Fulham Deaf are said to be ‘extremely grateful’ to Mohamed Al Fayed
for recognising the cause and for supporting the Fulham Deaf FC members
in the GB Squad.
The names of the Fulham Deaf FC
players representing Great Britain in
Taiwan are: Jon Evans, Ben Lampert,
Daniel Hogan, Ayad Sarraf (Assistant
Manager), Mark Gill (GB Men’s Official), Lydia Docker, Susanna Kenward,
Roanna Simmons, Victoria Wenman,
Camilla Willis, Esther Maycock, Clare
Davies.
For more information on the Fulham
Deaf Football Club, go to www.fulhamdfc.com

editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Expensive gift: Mohamed Al-Fayed, the Chairman of Fulham Football Club, has donated
£10,000 to the Fulham Deaf players going to Taipei (Photo: Steve Bardens/Rex Features)

Deaf charity Croatia take a beating by GB heroes
announces
classes for
kids this July
Continued from page 16

The National Deaf Children’s Society’s (NDCS) is re-launching its popular Deaf Friendly Football Club (DFFC)
project for the summer holidays and is
asking for anyone who is interested to
get involved.
The charity will be running several
official FA Level 1 and Level 2 Football Coaching courses exclusively for
deaf people over July and August, but
spaces are limited so applicants are
warned to apply early.
Any deaf person interested in becoming a fully qualified football coach,
or who would like to progress from
basic coaching to Level 2 standard is
welcome.
The programme is as follows:
FA Level 1: Thursday 23rd - Sunday
26th July 2009 9am-5pm each day.
The FA Tutor leading the session is
a fluent BSL user. Level 1 does not require any formal experience of coaching.
FA Level 2: Monday 27th July - Saturday 1st August 2009 9am-5pm each
day.
For more information on the courses
please contact Rob Danson at football@ndcs.org.uk

With the half time score at 0-0 the
first half was best forgotten.
After coming out of the dressing
room, the second half saw a different story as GB started to shift a gear
forward. The team eventually settled
down and looked the more dangerous
side especially on the breaks. Debutant Jamie Clarke showed what a powerhouse he was by proving a constant
thorn in Croatia’s stubborn defence
which was hanging on by a single
thread. After the first hour, the visitors
began to tire, opening up the game
which the GB manager had anticipated
all along. With the 70th minute came
a free kick that had been won outside
the left of the penalty box, and Naylor released a low cross only to see it
deflect passed the hapless Croatian
goalkeeper who, until then, had been
performing brilliantly. 1-0 to GB, and
although Lady Luck was on-side, the
floodgates had now been opened.
From then on, GB dominated right
through to the final whistle with goals
coming from Hogan and a brace from
Clarke. The timing of the substitutions
worked perfectly as GB appeared more
revitalised and vibrant right to the
end.
It has to be said that the final score,
4-0 to Great Britain, was barely a true
reflection of the game for Croatia had
indeed given GB a harder game than
anticipated. GB’s performance was
shaky at times, and drastic improvements would be needed for the next

day at Hitchin against the same opposition. The GB Manager would have
some fast-thinking to do to motivate
his players to greater heights.
However, in view of not playing an
international game since the 2007
European Football Championships, the
GB Manager was pleased with the hard
working attitude of the players, and
the discipline on the pitch was also
excellent.
Day two saw GB starting eagerly
to make amends for the day before
and rectify their mistakes with some
changes to the line up. Gardiner up
front was determined to stamp his
mark on the game but GB had found
themselves scrapping in their goal
area.
A fumble with the ball from the
Croatian goalkeeper gave GB a corner
with some fine passing from Raey,
Clarke and Gardiner but the ball failed
to find the back of the net.
A throw in from Mills saw Gardiner
try to head the ball into the net but
fouled the goalkeeper instead and a
free-kick was awarded to the Croatians.
If GB thought this was the beginning
of the end, they were wrong. Many
pulled themselves together to get
one back, but by failing to capitalise
on plenty of scoring opportunities the
frustration was beginning to show. GB
started to falter when the Croatians
attempt to go for goal again but Powe
instilled confidence in the squad with a
handsome tackle and got the ball out
of the danger zone.

Clarke, who had received his first
cap the day before, was keen for
more goals and seized his opportunity to grab the ball off the defence,
and passed to Atkinson on wide who
lobbed it in the air to Gardiner who
wasted the opportunity by kicking it
over the crossbar.
A corner for GB taken by Gregory
found the ball in the goal area and
after a scrap Allen latched onto it and
slotted it into the goal.
GB were on a roll and eager to add
to the scoreline, a foul on Gardiner
gave a free kick for GB in the Croatian
goal area. A lapse in concentration
from Croatia saw Clarke comfortably
latch onto ball and nip it in to the net.
Final score: 5-1 to Great Britain.

A Croatian player tries in vain to secure
another goal (Photo: British Deaf Football)
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Cricket reunion
weekend open
to old and new
A DEAF cricket reunion weekend has
been announced to give old and new
players the chance to swap stories and
remember old times.
Organisers are calling for players from
the National Deaf Cricket team, British
Deaf Cricket team and Regional and
Deaf Cricket Clubs who played between
1979 and 1999 to meet up in Sheffield
to celebrate the game and its past.
The weekend starts on Friday 29 May
at the Sheffield Deaf Sports and Social
Club at 7pm, where old and current
players can meet up and get to know
each other.
Saturday 30 May kicks off at 2pm
with photos and memorabilia on show,
and a buffet starting at 6pm.
Tickets for the weekend are £10, and
there will be no admittance without
a ticket. For more information about
the weekend please contact Michael
Towler
on
mtowler1949@hotmail.
co.uk, marriott41@hotmail.co.uk or
gibbins3364@aol.com

Great Britain
thrash Croatia
in both legs of
friendly games

Deaflympic Champions Great Britain
defended their honour in superb style at
a recent friendly meeting with Croatia.
The pitches of Hertfordshire remained
a lucky hunting ground for GB as they
continued their winning ways since
taking glory against Holland and
Sweden there.
The game didn’t start off quite so
well however, with GB kicking off in
spluttering style with far too many
fumbled passes and poor first-time
touches. It was obvious that the players
were jittery, and since there were a few
new faces in the team, it was natural
that they would take quite a while to
settle in.
In
view
of
the
Deaflympics
preparations, the GB Manager had
decided to experiment, trying out the
players in different positions. But it took
longer than anticipated, for throughout
most of the first half, both the passes
and crosses continued to go astray,
in erratic style. Croatia showed that
they were not a spent force after the
4-0 an 2-0 drubbing in Varazdin two
years back some of their passing was
very skilful. They could have scored on
several occasions had it not been for
Atkinson’s brilliance in goal. Evans did
everything to keep the new look back
four composed for some of the players
were flailing slightly, and hoofing
unnecessary long balls.
Newly-capped forward, Philip Dolan
was feeling the effects of an elbow
knock on his head and had to be
replaced by Clarke.
Continued on page 15
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Deaf Tennis gains
new national champs
By HT Sports Reporter
Deaf Tennis has two new singles
champions after a record-breaking
tournament for both players.
Anthony Sinclair, from Northern Ireland, was crowned men’s singles champion for a third time on 4 May as the
2009 National Deaf Tennis Champion
ships drew to a close, while Wiltshire’s
Catherine Graham won her sixth
women’s singles national title.
Graham ended the tournament,
held at the National Tennis Centre in
Roehampton, south-west London, with
a new personal-best haul of titles after
winning the women’s singles, women’s
doubles and mixed doubles titles all
in the same year. Despite having won
all three events before, she had never
finished a National Championships with
all three National titles to her name.
Originally from Yaddlethorpe in Lin
colnshire, Graham is now joint head
coach at Ramsbury Tennis Club in Wiltshire with her partner and men’s doubles
runner-up Lewis Fletcher. The 26-yearold Graham faced Surrey 15-year-old
Bethany Brookes in the women’s open
singles final. However, with Brookes
having done exceptionally well to reach
the final after wining the women’s B
division singles title just two years ago,
she was unable to find a way past her
experienced opponent, who built on
4-0 leads in the first and second sets
to record a 6-2, 6-2 victory in an hour
and 19 minutes.
In the men’s singles, Sinclair, from
Crawfordsburn, Co Antrim, is the
only player to have stemmed the run
of success of eight-time
National
Champion Peter Willcox since 1999.
Sinclair recorded wins over Willcox
in the 2001 and 2002 finals, but the
second seed was awarded a walkover
in Monday’s final after defending
champion and top seed Willcox was
defaulted after arriving late for the
final.
However, Surrey-based Willcox did
defend one of the three titles he won in
2008 after partnering Dorset’s Sidney
Falconer to win Monday’s men’s doubles
final.
Willcox and Falconer recovered from a
break down in their final against Fletcher
and Cheshire’s Darren O’Donnell to win
the last three games of the first set and
then also won the last three games of
the second set to prevail 6-4, 6-2.
The women’s doubles saw Graham
face Bethany Brookes once again,
but this time Graham was paired with

Team of winners: (back row l-r) Cathy Graham, Fiona Brooks, Sidney Falconer, Peter Willcox, Anthony Sinclair, Lewis Fletcher, Bethany Brookes, (front row l-r) Jack Clifton, Louise
Neethling, Ben Kelly (Photo: Courtesy of Roy Smilijanic/Tennis Foundation)

Cathy Graham: won the women’s singles,
doubles and mixed doubles titles

Anthony Sinclair: Co Antrim player won
the men’s single title from Peter Willcox

Bethany’s mother and former Great
Britain international Fiona Brookes
and the greater experience of the
top seeds told again, as Graham and
Fiona Brookes dropped just the fourth
game of the second set in their 6-0,
6-1 victory over Bethany Brookes and
Sophie Goodacre.
In the mixed doubles, Graham and
Fletcher faced a rematch of the 2008
final against the defending champions
Hampshire’s Sharon Templeman and
Willcox. However, this year’s final had
a different outcome, as Graham and
Fletcher dropped just the third and
seventh games of the first set to clinch
a 6-2, 6-0 victory over Templeman
and Willcox. Monday’s victory brought

Graham and Templeman their second
mixed doubles title in three years.
Monday’s other final came in the
men’s over-35 singles event, with
Middlesex’s Louis Neethling emerging
as the victor after his opponent, former
National Champion Sanjay Sharma,
was forced to retire though injury early
in the second set after having won the
first set 6-4.
Forty of the country’s leading deaf
players have been bidding for honours at
the 2009 National Deaf Tennis Championships, while members of the Great
Britain National Deaf Tennis Squad have
used the event to try and strengthen
their bids for selection for September’s
21st Deaflympic Summer Games in

The memorial match and fundraising
day will take place on Saturday 30
May from 2.30pm at Collier Row FC,
Romford, with bouncy castles, sweets
and souvenir stalls open from 3pm6pm.
Activities in the evening include an

auction and raffle, with prizes ranging
from cash prizes, high street vouchers
and a hotel stay in Prague.
All proceeds from the day will go
to the GB fundraising teams for their
Taipei 2009 Deaflympics bid.

Memorial football match for fallen female player

A MEMORIAL football match is being
held in honour of a female deaf
footballer who was tragically killed in a
car accident.
Sarah Ann Davies, who played for
the GB Deaf Women’s Football squad,
died aged 19 in September 2006.
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